INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study guide is to assist you in using THEGODTEST by providing
short answers, thoughts, quotes from experts, and possible follow up questions to the
primary questions asked in THEGODTEST.
Other helpful hints are included that will hopefully facilitate a fruitful discussion and
powerful witness with an unbeliever.

WHAT IS THEGODTEST?
It is a tool that helps facilitate discussion of the critical issues of faith, skepticism, and
the meaning of life.
The central question is: Do you believe in God?
There are 10 questions for those who believe in God and 10 different questions for
those who don’t. The choice of the first/central question determines which set of
questions will follow. Those who say they do not believe in God will then answer
question Set A for atheists/agnostics. Those who do believe will answer Set B for
“believers.”
If you are using the free THEGODTEST App on iPhone, Android, iPad, etc, the small
red dot ? at the top of each page beside each test question contains tips to help you
understand each question and help others who you might be taking through the test.
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THE

S.A.L.T. METHOD

Evangelism has been seen as the gospel message being presented by someone to a
listening audience, whether large or small, and the audience at the end being asked to
believe and then accept Christ as Savior and Lord. Obviously, there are many different
ways the Gospel can be communicated. THEGODTEST offers another option in
sharing the Good News. It is not a tract to merely hand out, or an outline for a minilecture to give someone. It is a dialogical tool. It helps guide a conversation where the
participant speaks at least as much as the presenter.
To help you remember the approach behind this tool, we offer the word SALT as a
memory aid:

START A CONVERSATION
Everything begins with this first step. Great Evangelists have been able to start normal
conversations with others and find natural segues to the Gospel (e.g. Jesus with the
Samaritan woman or Paul in Athens).
THEGODTEST provides a tool to start a conversation about God in a more direct
manner. This approach is particularly effective in a campus context where opinion
surveys are a normal part of the student’s experience. The test is also effective when a
conversation has already started, which could lead to the subject of God and faith.
THEGODTEST is effective in helping guide the dialogue along a logical path, which
naturally leads to a person making a decision about the truth of the message.

ASK QUESTIONS
THEGODTEST asks questions that follow from the central question of “Do you believe
in God?” Rather than immediately offering the Gospel in the form of propositions and
beliefs, the listener is asked questions and allowed to fully respond. Their responses
then help you to understand their beliefs, or lack thereof.
Asking questions is a critical part of the evangelistic dynamic. You will discover that a
good question effectively plants the seeds of truth in the hearts and minds of
individuals by making them think about what they really believe. In contrast, when you
only make declarative statements to them, they are only allowed to consider what you
believe.
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LISTEN
Listening to answers they give sets up THEGODTEST encounter to be a relatively
respectful, thoughtful conversation as opposed to a shouting match or argument. As
you listen carefully, you are gaining wisdom that will be invaluable when you present
the story of the gospel as well as your own testimony and how it (the gospel) affected
you. Their answers will give you a deeper understanding of their belief systems and
their experiences with Christians in the past. You will then know how to best serve them
as you share about your faith.
Your interactions with different people will not only help them to better understand the
Christian faith, but they will help you between understand other people’s beliefs. You
may even start seeing common trends in your community, so you will know better how
to pray for those around you. In addition, as you confront and respond to people’s
objections and concerns, you will become more confident in your own faith and better
able to minister to your family members, friends, and fellow church members.

TELL THE STORY
After asking 9 questions and listening to their answers you then ask question 10, which
asks if they would be willing to listen to a Biblical response to these questions. For Set
B, this question is usually met without push-back because the participant indicated
they believe in God, so they likely have at least some respect for the Bible as a holy
book.
For the atheist or agnostic, question 10 asks “Would you like to discuss the theistic
responses to these questions?” The term “theistic” simply refers to someone who is a
theist (believes in God).
Telling the Story means using the questions that THEGODTEST asks as a guide to
present the gospel, as well as testifying how it personally affected you. The gospel
directly speaks to every facet of a person’s life and to every area of society. As a result,
you have the option of using their interests and experience as points of contact, where
you could show how Jesus is good news in regards to their immediate concerns. You
could then use those areas as a launching point into the entire gospel story and its
eternal implications.
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WHAT IS THE GOSPEL?
THE GOSPEL IS THE GOOD NEWS THAT
GOD BECAME MAN IN JESUS CHRIST.
HE LIVED THE LIFE WE SHOULD HAVE LIVED,
AND
DIED THE DEATH WE SHOULD HAVE DIED…
IN OUR PLACE.
THREE DAYS LATER, HE ROSE FROM THE DEAD,
PROVING THAT HE IS THE SON OF GOD,
AND
OFFERING THE GIFT OF SALVATION AND
FORGIVENESS OF SINS TO ANYONE
WHO REPENTS AND BELIEVES IN HIM.
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THE BACK STORY

by Dr Brian Miller

The outline of the Gospel presented above provides a quick summary of the essence
of the Christian message. Simply presenting such a summary could prove sufficient for
a person to receive God’s gift of salvation and begin their journey as a child of God.
However, others who have little exposure to Christianity might need a more detailed
explanation. In particular, they could be greatly helped by an overview of the Christian
backstory revealed throughout the entire Bible. A common way to explain the Biblical
narrative is to break it into four acts: Creation, Fall, Redemption, and Restoration. Each
act should speak to the hearer’s personal experience and to their deepest longings.
Moreover, the backstory will provide the context, which will allow the hearer to fully
grasp the meaning and implications of the core gospel message.

ACT I: CREATION
Overview
The story begins in Genesis chapters 1 and 2. The text describes how God created
everything out of nothing by the power of His will. Everything was created as good and
operated in harmony according to God’s edicts. The culmination of the first act was the
creation of the first man and woman, Adam and Eve. They were created in His image,
and they were given stewardship over all creation. As such, they lived in harmony with
God, each other, the environment, and themselves. They constantly had their deepest
longings – security, acceptance, and significance – met through God.
Application to hearer
After describing the nature of creation, you could ask the hearer if they have a longing
for a world without suffering or injustice. Or, do they desire relationships where they can
be fully transparent and fully known without fear of being judged or otherwise hurt. Or,
do they long for their lives to fulfill some greater purpose. You can then point out that
these desires are evidence of their longing to return to the state of the original creation.
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ACT II: FALL
Overview
The first people were given the choice of either trusting God as the source of their
identity, security, and significance or choosing to become like God and decide for
themselves what is right and wrong. They would then also have the power to choose
their own course in life. This choice was embodied in their decision to eat the fruit of
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, an event known as the Fall.
This temptation for moral autonomy promised freedom, but it actually brought
bondage. After turning from God, they lost the source of true life – God’s love – so like
a plant with its roots cut off, every aspect of their being began to decay. For the first
time they felt shame, relational breakdown, and fear. They could no longer easily fulfill
their purpose to steward creation, but the land became difficult to manage, producing
thorns and thistles. More significantly, instead of experiencing a close relationship with
their creator, their rebellion caused a gap between them and God.
The Fall not only resulted in brokenness at the individual level, but it resulted in the
degeneration of society. People were designed to live in a perfect state. However,
since they no longer had their most basic needs met through God, they looked to other
sources, which could not properly fulfill those longings.
The implications of the Fall can clearly be seen today. People often look to relationships
to received love and acceptance, but no one can provide perfect love. As a result,
relationships break apart, causing pain and even hatred. Others look to sex to fulfill the
void in their souls, but casual sex only provides temporary relief, much like heroine.
The void can then become ever greater, resulting in increasingly self-destructive sexual
patterns. Others look to career success, but no amount of success can provide truly
sufficient feelings of security and significance. As a result, people become workaholics
or increasingly cutthroat and controlling. Many employ a diverse array of other
strategies to meet their deepest longings. These futile attempts at replacing a
relationship with God can all lead to self-destructive behaviors and thought patterns.
As a parallel subplot, a rebellion also took place in the spiritual realm. Angelic beings
rebelled against God and were expelled from His presence. The Bible uses various
designations for these fallen beings including demons, principalities and powers, and
evil spirits – including Satan. These creatures have since committed themselves to
undermining God’s creation by further empowering and directing people to follow their
natural tendency to dehumanize and destroy themselves, each other, and the
environment.
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Application to hearer
You can illustrate the reality of the Fall by asking the hearer if this part of the story rings
true. For instance, you could ask if people they know wrestle with a sense of insecurity,
so they present a false image of themselves to others. Or, do they feel that they are not
living up to their full potential and are unsafisfied with the progress they have made in
their careers. Or, do they see in society systematic injustice, prejudice, or
environmental irresponsibility. All of these problems stem back to our separation from
God.

ACT III: REDEMPTION
Overview
God did not abandon His creation despite the fact that people rebelled against Him.
Instead, he initiated a rescue operation with the intent of drawing all people back to
Himself. As described in Genesis, he called Abraham to start a great nation, which
would be a blessing to all peoples. Abraham’s descendants became the Hebrew
people. Several centuries later, they ended up as slaves in Egypt. God then called
Moses as His instrument to free the Hebrews from Egypt and to form them into the
nation of Israel. He also gave them the Mosaic Law, which showed them how to model
a restored creation by practicing justice, experiencing prosperity, and maintaining a
close relationship with their creator. The nation failed to live up to their calling, but God
revealed that through them would come a savoir of the entire world.
Then, GOD BECAME MAN IN JESUS CHRIST. In ways which are beyond human
understanding, Jesus of Nazareth represented the very presence of God on earth. As
such, he revealed God’s true nature and will for mankind. In particular, he taught us
how we were meant to live in harmony with God, each other, and ourselves. In addition,
he LIVED THE LIVE WE SHOULD HAVE LIVED. He represented a “second Adam” or
Adam 2.0 (1 Cor 15:45-49). He acted in perfect submission to the Father’s will. He also
inaugurated the “Kingdom of God” (God’s rule and authority) breaking into the world
through such actions as healing the sick, feeding the hungry, forgiving sinners, and
casting out demonic powers. At the end of Jesus’ ministry, he was captured by the
Roman officials, crucified, and buried. These acts represented the powers of the world
– political, religious, and spiritual – all conspiring to destroy God’s representation on
earth.
Through Jesus’ death on the cross, HE DIED THE DEATH WE SHOULD HAVE DIED.
For, mankind both corporately and individually have lived contrary to God’s will by
acting in ways which hurt each other and undermine His creation. Therefore, we have
all made ourselves His enemies and thus deserve destruction. However, instead of
God unleashing judgment on us, Jesus took the punishment we deserved IN OUR
PLACE when he died on the cross (Romans 3:25).
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THREE DAYS LATER, HE ROSE FROM THE DEAD, PROVING THAT HE IS THE SON OF
GOD. Jesus rose from the dead in a glorified body. This act demonstrated that he truly
is God’s representative, thus authenticating his claims. In addition, it represents Jesus
defeating the powers of evil in the world, so individuals and even creation itself could
begin to experience restoration and renewal.
Jesus then appeared to his followers and told them to go into all of the world to
proclaim that God was OFFERING THE GIFT OF SALVATION AND FORGIVENESS OF
SINS TO ANYONE WHO REPENTS AND BELIEVES THE GOSPEL. People who turn
from their rebellion against God (repent) and trust in Jesus’ message and work on the
cross (believe) receive forgiveness from their sins, and they are adopted into God’s
family (the church) as His children. God’s spirit then enters them to guide and
empower the transformation process of healing their brokenness and restoring them to
their true humanity.
The transformation process largely takes place through the Holy Spirit connecting
individuals with other Christians in close community. Each member is given a spiritual
gift to serve the others and better enable them to follow Jesus’ teaching and become
mature in the faith. Then, the church can act as Jesus’ representative on earth to
embody His Kingdom through such acts as healing individuals and communities,
promoting justice, creating beauty, exorcizing evil powers, and proclaiming truth.
Application to hearer
This part of the story can be specifically tailored toward the hearer’s background and
interests. For instance, if the hearer complained about religious groups acting
judgmentally and hypocritically, you could mention that the people who most opposed
Jesus were the religious leaders. In fact, they particularly disliked him for how he
showed such great compassion and mercy to religious outcasts (e.g. modern day gays
and lesbians) and for how he challenged their hypocrisy. In fact, part of Jesus’ mission
was to save religious people from their self-righteousness.
Likewise, if the hearer has a strong interest in social justice or environmentalism, you
could mention how Jesus called his followers to form a radically counter-cultural
community committed to serving the outcast and restoring creation. You could also
mention that the true source of social injustice, environmental destruction, and other
social ills is people’s self-absorption and idolatry to profit over showing concern for
local communities. Jesus came to overcome these sicknesses of the heart by
reconnecting people to God’s perfect love, which compels us to act with others’ best
interest in mind.
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ACT IV: FINAL RESTORATION
At the end of history, Jesus will return to judge the living and the dead. All of those who
have accepted God’s forgiveness will be completely restored to God’s original
intention. Those how choose to continue to live in rebellion against God and act as
agents of destruction in the world will be fully cast away from God’s presence. Then the
physical world and the heavenly realms will combine into a fully restored creation
brought to its completion ,and we will enjoy this new creation and God’s loving
presence forever.
Application to hearer
Many complain about God not stopping the evil and suffering in the world. However, for
God to truly stop evil, He would have to kill every one of us. Instead, God has begun
the process of removing the evil from us now, and this process will be completed when
Jesus returns to usher in the fully restored creation. Then, all evil will be removed. In the
meantime, people have the chance to experience the new creation through the
community and activity of the church. They also have the opportunity to receive God’s
offer of forgiveness and transformation.

CONCLUSION
No substitute exists for a personal encounter with someone explaining the story of God
and the gospel. The more you share the story, the more comfortable you will become in
doing it.
Let’s get started!
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THEGODTEST STUDY GUIDE: Set B
(“B” IS FOR “BELIEVER”)
If a person says they believe in God then the following 9 questions help you to discover
the kind of God they believe in. They also reveal what duties they think are expected of
them. Through this dialogue, the hope is for you to help a person understand the
differences between the God of the Bible and the god they believe in. In addition, this
dialogue shows them the futility of attempting to qualify themselves for salvation and
becoming through their own power righteous.

QUESTION 1:

DO YOU BELIEVE IN GOD?

REASON
This is the signature question of THEGODTEST. Everything in the dialogue flows from
how they answer.

RESPONSE
After they answer, ask them if they would like to continue the test by answering 9 more
questions. You might also ask them to give a brief summary of their religious
background.
If they say “yes”, then continue with the next set of 9 questions: in this case Set B for
“believers.”

REMEMBER
• You’ve started the conversation, now ask the following questions and genuinely listen.
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QUESTION 2:

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE GOD?

REASON
Understanding a person’s assumptions about God helps you know how to best explain
God’s true characteristics. For instance, for a person describes God has harsh and
demanding, you could focus on His love and compassion.

RESPONSE
The Bible describes God in many ways. The most prominent descriptions for God are:
1. C R E A T O R
Genesis 1:1 In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth.”
Isaiah 40:28 Do you not know have you not heard, The Lord is the Creator of the ends
of the earth.
God is the Author of life. The one who has the patent (copyright) on earth, plants, air,
water, animals, and humanity. People are outraged if something they invented or
created (e.g. art, music, book, medical breakthrough) is attributed to someone else or
if they were denied recognition for their accomplishments and originality. God created
all things for us to enjoy. Our response should be to recognize His power and
authorship that gave us our existence.
2. H O L Y
1 John 1:5-6 God is light and in Him is no darkness at all. If we claim to have
fellowship with Him and yet walk in the darkness, and do not live by the truth.
Isaiah 5:16 But the LORD Almighty will be exalted by his justice, and the holy God will
show himself holy by his righteousness.
Isaiah 6:3 Holy, holy, holy is the Lord Almighty; the whole earth is full of his glory.
This trait of purity, perfect goodness, and righteousness is the foundation of God’s
nature. Unlike the eastern symbol which suggests a little darkness exists in all light and
a little light in darkness, the Bible states in God there is no darkness. In addition,
holiness refers to God’s separateness from everything else. He is beyond everything in
creation, so we are not part of God as is often claimed. These points about God’s are
two of the most important to explain, particularly to people from Eastern religions.
3. L A W G I V E R
Isaiah 33:22 For the LORD is our judge, the LORD is our lawgiver, the LORD is
our king; it is he who will save us.
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The most famous equation in history E=mc2 (Einstein’s theory of relativity) points to the
fact that all of physical reality is governed by laws dictated by God. In the same way
that natural laws are immutable and unchangeable, the Bible speaks of spiritual and
moral laws as well. These laws are summed up in both the Ten Commandments and in
the two great commandments spoken of by Jesus: love the Lord with all your heart and
love your neighbor as yourself.
4. J U S T
Genesis 18:25 Will the Judge of all the earth, not do right?
1 Peter 4:15 But they will have to give account to him who is ready to judge the living
and the dead.
Think of the outcry that comes when someone’s rights are violated. Likewise, justice is
foremost on our minds if we are wronged. TV shows such as People’s Court illustrate
the belief that judgment is necessary for evil to be contained. Consistent with this
intuitive understanding, God’s judgment is ultimately directed toward maintaining
justice, and His motivation is curtailing evil and protecting His creation.
5. L O V E
1 John 4:16 And so we know and rely on the love God has for us. God is love.
Whoever lives in love lives in God, and God in him.
Psalm 100:5 For the LORD is good and his love endures forever; his faithfulness
continues through all generations.
God is most known for this trait. The love of God is not like human love, arbitrary and
partial. It is connected to the other traits mentioned above. God’s love is the reason that
He created the world. God’s purity and righteousness demonstrate His dependability
and character. In giving His laws, God revealed the boundaries for human behavior
that produce a life of peace. His love is the reason that evil is judged and will ultimately
be eliminated.
REMEMBER
• Before presenting the Christian beliefs, respectfully listen to theirs.
• They didn’t have to stop and talk to you... so don’t disrespect them by reacting
negatively as they try to articulate what they think. If their answers are glib and
sarcastic, remember to have a sense of humor!
THEGODTEST cuts both ways. It not only examines the person we are sharing with, it
tests us as well. Our test is to see whether we can control our emotions and fulfill 2
Timothy 2:24-25: And the Lord's servant must not quarrel; instead, he must be kind to
everyone, able to teach, not resentful. Those who oppose him he must gently instruct,
in the hope that God will grant them repentance leading them to a knowledge of the
truth.
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QUESTION 3:

WHAT DOES GOD EXPECT OF US?

REASON
This question uncovers the sense of moral obligation and responsibility that they
believe human beings “ought” to maintain. It also demonstrates how God’s moral code
is written in our hearts. (Romans 2:14-15)
RESPONSE
God expects us to keep His commandments.
Deuteronomy 6:6 These commandments I give you today are to be upon your heart.
1 John 2:4-5 The man who says, ‘I know him,’ but does not do what he commands is a
liar, and the truth is not in him. But if anyone obeys his word, God's love is truly made
complete in him.
Mark 12:30-31 Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and
with all your mind and with all your strength.' The second is this: 'Love your neighbor as
yourself.' There is no commandment greater than these.
Throughout the Bible the straightforward call to men and women is for them to
recognize God by keeping these commandments for our own benefit.
Sometimes the participant will answer by describing a set of moral actions that they
must try to follow. Others will acknowledge that God wants them to believe in Him.
Keep listening to their answers with attention and sincerity. But remember, even if they
say the right words, you will ultimately want to make sure they understand the cost of
God’s forgiveness and the nature of true faith. Real faith is always accompanied by
repentance, so it consequently involves a heart change and a breaking with sinful
patterns in their life.
You might also mention that God’s laws are like the instructions in a car manual. They
are given so we can experience the most abundant and meaningful life possible. When
we fail to follow God’s commands, we inevitably cause harm to ourselves and to others.
REMEMBER
• This and the next question are very helpful in letting them see the desperate
nature of their situation when confronted with God’s moral law.
• Typically, people believe God’s moral expectations are slightly below their own
standards.
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QUESTION 4:

HOW ARE YOU MEETING THOSE EXPECTATIONS?
(SCALE OF 1-10)

REASON
This question will help someone to grasp the reality of their need for a Savior.
RESPONSE
Remember the following verses of Scripture:
Romans 3:23 For all have sinned and fallen short of the glory of God.
Isaiah 59:1-2 Surely the arm of the LORD is not too short to save, nor his ear too dull to
hear. But your iniquities have separated you from your God; your sins have hidden his
face from you, so that he will not hear.
Ephesians 2:1-3 As for you, you were dead in your transgressions and sins, in which
you used to live when you followed the ways of this world and of the ruler of the
kingdom of the air, the spirit who is now at work in those who are disobedient.
The Bible describes the spiritual condition of humanity: People are separated from
God, dead in sin, and fallen short of keeping His commandments. Attempting to do good
things doesn’t change the basic nature of our hearts. Nor does it doesn’t make up for
our past transgressions.
This separation is best understood with two parallel lines:

GOD

MAN
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REMEMBER
• The concept of separation from God can be somewhat unsettling for those with no
church background. The Biblical picture of men and women may seem, at first, to be
somewhat unfair to those who feel that they are basically “good people” (i.e. “I’ve
never hurt anyone” or “I’ve done some nice things for others”). To help demonstrate
this point, you could describe how God’s moral perfection causes Him to see even
small infractions of his law as major offences. As an illustration, you could read from
the Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 5-7), such as Jesus saying that hate in God’s
eyes is comparable to murder.
• The first 4 questions are intended to set up the contrast between God and man. God
is pure and holy and man is not. You are hoping that the weight of this predicament
begins to be felt in their hearts.
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QUESTION 5:

DOES ONLY ONE RELIGION PROVIDE THE TRUE
PATH TO GOD?

REASON
This question reveals in more detail their views on Jesus. Many claim to be Christian,
but they will answer that all religions are equally valid. This perspective could represent
a complete misunderstanding of basic Christian doctrine, or the person might hold
contradictory beliefs at the same time.
RESPONSE
Jesus described himself as the unique image of God on earth. He also stated that he
was the only way back to God.
John 1:18 No one has ever seen God, but the one and only Son, who is himself God
and is in closest relationship with the Father, has made him known.
John 14:6 Jesus answered, “I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to
the Father except through me.”
John 14:9 Jesus answered: “Don’t you know me, Philip, even after I have been among
you such a long time? Anyone who has seen me has seen the Father. How can you say,
‘Show us the Father’?”
Acts 17:30-31 “In the past God overlooked such ignorance, but now he commands all
people everywhere to repent. For he has set a day when he will judge the world with
justice by the man he has appointed. He has given proof of this to everyone by raising
him from the dead.”
All other religious systems are the products of human design. As such, they contain
some truth but also serious errors. Only Jesus lived a perfect life, so only he is worthy
to take the judgment for our sins in our place. He is also the only one with the
knowledge and authority to tell us what is true and how to live. The historical fact that
he rose from the dead proves that he is who he said he was. Therefore, rejecting Jesus
and his teaching is equivalent to rejecting the true God in favor of a god which is the
product of human imagination.
REMEMBER
• Many have been conditioned to believe that the highest value is tolerance. So, they
are deeply offended by anyone claiming that their views of truth are exclusive. You
need to patiently explain that Jesus represents God’s presence on earth, so he
speaks with absolute authority.
• If many ways to God were possible, Jesus would not have needed to die on the
cross. Yet, he freely choose to make this sacrifice.
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QUESTION 6:

DO YOU BELIEVE IN HEAVEN?

REASON
You are looking for their belief in the afterlife. It is important to understand what they
think happens after death. The Biblical concept of the afterlife actually involves in the
end the spiritual and physical realms merging, but the language of heaven is so
ingrained in many cultures that using the term for an eternal afterlife with God is often
easiest.
RESPONSE
The Bible is clear: Heaven exists!
Matthew 6:9 “Our Father, in heaven…”
John 14:2-3 “My Father’s house has many rooms; if that were not so, would I have told
you that I am going there to prepare a place for you? And if I go and prepare a place for
you, I will come back and take you to be with me that you also may be where I am.”
A place certainly lies beyond this natural and material world. It is not less real than the
natural world, but more real. This conclusion is logical since the creation could not be
more real than the Creator.
REMEMBER
• This and the next questions are helping a person realize that a moment is coming
when physical existence as we understand it will end. At that point they will stand
before God in judgment for their lives. They need to take thoughtful consideration
about their relationship with God rather than presuming that everything is “ok”.
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QUESTION 7:

DOES EVERYONE GO?

REASON
This is a watershed question. We want to find out if a person believes that there will be
punishment, of any kind, for things done in this life.
If they answer “No” to this question, then they have acknowledged that there will be
some form of judgment. The next logical question to pose is, “If not everyone goes to
heaven, then WHO DECIDES who goes or not, and what are the criterion?”
RESPONSE
The Bible clearly speaks to the reality that not everyone will go to heaven.
All people will face judgment, which will determine their eternal fates. Christ Himself will
be the judge.
Matthew 7:21 Not everyone who says to me, 'LORD, LORD,' will enter the kingdom of
heaven, but only he who does the will of my Father who is in heaven.
Hebrews 9:27 Just as man is destined to die once, and after that to face judgment.
The Bible describes Heaven as the place of God’s throne or the seat of His authority.
After we physically die, we will stand there in God’s presence and face judgment. Just
we all have difficulty entering an airport, since we must all pass through careful
screening, the kingdom of Heaven is even more difficult to enter. The entrance is
described as “narrow,” and the Bible says there are few who find it.
Most cry out for some form of justice. Listen to leading atheist Christopher Hitchens as
he hopes for some type of justice for Bin Laden:
As the cleansing ocean closes over bin Laden's carcass, may the earth lie lightly on
the countless graves of those he sentenced without compunction to be burned alive or
dismembered in the street.
- Christopher Hitchens, The Enemy

However, many do not believe in ultimate justice, so they cannot help but feel great
distress over the idea of a final judgment. You can help them over this hurdle by asking
if they believe that heaven will be completely free of pain, suffering, and evil. They will
most likely say “yes.” However, if people were to enter heaven who were in anyway
selfish, unkind, or dishonest, the majesty of heaven would be compromised. Therefore,
God could not possibly allow anyone to enter who was not completely transformed by
His power.
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The idea of God being a God of love comes into direct conflict when people are
confronted with the possibility of eternal judgment, including hell. Keep in mind no one
will be judged based on truths they do not know. If someone has never heard the
Gospel, then they will be judged by the law written in their own consciences and by
God’s general revelation to all people (Romans 1). And, we can trust that His judgment
will be just.
REMEMBER
• While most people believe that a place called Heaven exists, they also believe that
not everyone goes. That conclusion means that the majority of people believe in
some form of judgment. If not everyone gets in, then who decides? What is the
criterion? While most people believe in life after death, they intuitively know that if
those who are evil are allowed into the same environment as others who are good,
then the struggle between good and evil is merely relocating to another place. God
intends to end the struggle and vanquish evil.
• This truth points to the ultimate human problem: How do we get the evil out of our
hearts and gain entrance into the presence of God?
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QUESTION 8:
QUESTION 9:

DO YOU BELIEVE YOU WILL GO TO HEAVEN?
WHY OR WHY NOT?

REASON
We ask these questions to find out where the person’s hope and trust are really placed.
Is it placed on themselves or on Christ?
RESPONSE
After they answer these questions, you have gained the information you need to
present the case for Christ in a relevant, customized fashion. You will also likely present
the gospel after the next question.
Many people say that they “hope” they will go to heaven. Our goal is to give them
confidence that they belong to Christ and are his follower.
We want to take them from hope to true faith as a result of this THEGODTEST moment.
REMEMBER
• In training you to present THEGODTEST, we have given responses to each question
for the sake of training. However, before presenting these truths, first thoroughly listen
to their views before telling the Story.
• You may also ask follow-up questions to clarify their beliefs.
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QUESTION 10: WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS
ABOUT THESE QUESTIONS?

REASON
You’ve started a conversation through THEGODTEST, asked questions, listened, and
now comes the opportunity to tell the greatest story in the history of mankind: The
Gospel of Jesus Christ!
RESPONSE
You can use the material from each section to respond to their comments and
questions. Then, starting with question 2, “How would you describe God?”, you can
begin to paint a picture of the separation between God and man, which we described
in this training, and finally the solution.

HUMAN PROBLEM
• We are separated from God and unable to save ourselves.
• All of our efforts fall short of what He requires.
• On top of this, man is described as being in a state of spiritual death.
• Evil is not just an entity which exists outside of us, it is also in us.
• Because of this reality we are drawn to the darkness and recoil from the light.
• Our desperate need is for an internal change of heart as well as for forgiveness and
pardon for our sins.
• Ultimately, we need reconciliation - a bridge between us and God.
GOD’S SOLUTION
John 3:16 For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever
believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life.
Romans 5:8-10 But God demonstrates his own love for us in this: While we were still
sinners, Christ died for us. Since we have now been justified by his blood, how much
more shall we be saved from God's wrath through him! For if, when we were God's
enemies, we were reconciled to him through the death of his Son, how much more,
having been reconciled, shall we be saved through his life!
Jesus Christ lived a sinless life and offered His life on the cross 2,000 years ago to pay
the price for our sins. Three days after His death, he was raised to life. His resurrection
proved that He was God’s Son and that his words could be trusted. And the message
of salvation through Jesus Christ continues to be proclaimed to all nations, as he
commanded.
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Only through Jesus can the great distance between God and man be bridged.

JESUS

GOD

MAN

John 3:3 No one can see the Kingdom of God unless they are born again.
We first turn from evil and receive Jesus’ offer of forgiveness through his death on the
cross. Then, God changes our nature from evil to good and comes to live in our hearts
through the Holy Spirit. We are described as “new creations” in Christ Jesus. (2
Corinthians 5:17) He continues to transform us day by day into the image of Jesus, so
we can experience our full humanity. In addition, He uses us as his agents to draw
others into His Kingdom and to renew creation.
Acts 2:32 God has raised this Jesus to life, and we are all witnesses of the fact.

REMEMBER
• At this point you should tell whether the person you are sharing with is beyond merely
being open and receptive but actually experiencing the conviction of the Holy Spirit.
• Presenting the gospel is possibly the greatest honor and privilege God can give us.
Even if the person is not willing to follow Christ, a significant step has been taken in
moving the person closer to the Kingdom of God.
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POST-TEST QUESTION:

ARE YOU WILLING TO FOLLOW JESUS
AND TRUST HIM WITH YOUR LIFE?

REASON
It is critical that this question is asked. By asking for a commitment, you are bringing
the person to the proverbial moment of truth.
Are they willing to put their trust in Christ?

RESPONSE
What must we do?
Study these verses and memorize the simple three-step process of:
BELIEVE. TURN. FOLLOW.
Acts 2:36-38 “God has made this Jesus, whom you crucified, both Lord and Christ.”
When the people heard this, they were cut to the heart and said to Peter and the other
apostles, “Brothers, what shall we do?” Peter replied, “Repent and be baptized, every
one of you, in the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of your sins. And you will
receive the gift of the Holy Spirit.”
Romans 10:9-13 That if you confess with your mouth, “Jesus is Lord” and believe in
your heart that God raised him from the dead, you will be saved. For it is with your
heart that you believe and are justified, and it is with your mouth that you confess and
are saved.
Acts 26:17-18 I am sending you to them to open their eyes and turn them from
darkness to light, and from the power of Satan to God, so that they may receive
forgiveness of sins and a place among those who are sanctified by faith in me.
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The Bible describes the following attitudes that should be our response to God’s offer
of salvation:
BELIEVE
You must believe that Jesus is God’s Son and receive His free offer of forgiveness of
sins through His death and resurrection. This faith in Jesus Christ is what God asks for
in response to His offer of salvation. Furthermore, the Holy Spirit empowers you to
believe so that even our faith is a gift from God.
TURN
Trusting in Jesus Christ means that you are turning from all other things that are sinful.
And, you are turning from trusting in any other source for your security and identity in
this life and for your salvation in the world to come. This commitment is called
repentance. It too is described as a gift from God and is evidenced through a godly
sorrow for sin as well as a new hunger for righteousness. The ability to live a new life is
truly a great miracle we can receive.
FOLLOW
When you believe in Jesus, you become his follower. His disciple. The attitude is one of
obedience, as he is now the Lord and Master of your life. As his disciple you are
committed to learn his Word and keep his commandments. At the same time, you are
trusting in his grace and power to enable you to do this. In addition, you are allowing
him to connect your life to other believers in a local church.

REMEMBER
• If they said “Yes” to following Christ, then this decision is truly a life-changing
moment. If they said “No”, then thank them for their time and ask if you could pray for
them. Don’t force anything. You can offer them the THEGODTEST and give them your
phone number or email. If possible, also connect them with other Christians in case
they wish to have future discussions.
• Continue to trust that the Holy Spirit will work on them long after THEGODTEST
moment is over.
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THEGODTEST STUDY GUIDE: Set A
(“A” IS FOR “ATHEIST/AGNOSTIC”)

If the person answers the central question of “Do you believe in God?” negatively, then
you ask the following series of questions. Since they are likely very far from God, the
goal initially is not to try to prove the God of the Bible but to establish the rational
position for faith in God in general. Ultimately, after the questions are asked, the hope
is to present the Gospel to the atheist/agnostic, regardless of their initial expressed
lack of belief in God or the Bible.

QUESTION 1:

DO YOU BELIEVE IN GOD?

REASON
When asking this question, hold THEGODTEST out for them to see. If their answer is
“no”, then ask if they would mind answering 9 more questions. They have likely been
asked or at least thought about this question before. This question is asked of
politicians, actors, scientists, students, and it is far less offensive than, “Do you know
Jesus?”, “Are you saved?”, or “Are you going to Heaven?”

RESPONSE
It they do not believe in God, they would likely wish to avoid a discussion with a
Christian, especially one that they perceive is out evangelizing. THEGODTEST has
proven to be one of the most effective tools to get past that initial negative reaction,
since you are engaging in a conversation. Once the person agrees to continue the
conversation, you can then continue with the Set A questions.

REMEMBER
• Ask them if they would like to take THEGODTEST before asking Question 1.
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QUESTION 2:

WHAT ARE THE MAIN REASONS YOU DON’T BELIEVE
IN GOD?

REASON
You should have a basic idea of why many have chosen to reject God. In most cases,
people start out early in life with some basic belief in God and then slowly abandon it.
This scenario is the case of skeptics like Hitchens, Dawkins, Harris, Shermer, as well as
Darwin himself.
Many times a single issue or doubt grew into an obstacle that obscured their initial
knowledge of God. You need to be prepared to respond to the most common issues.

RESPONSE
Over the years I have heard the same reasons from a variety of people as to why they
do not believe in God. I have ranked them from the least frequently used to the most
frequently mentioned.
Here are the top THREE reasons for why people DO NOT believe in God:
1.EVIDENCE - “There is no evidence for the EXISTENCE of God”
2.EVOLUTION - “Evolution and Science have disproven the NEED for God”
3. EVIL - “Evil and suffering in the world demonstrate the ABSENCE of God”
In this part of the THEGODTEST you will experience the most negative emotion and
reaction. You are asking the skeptic to give you reasons why they have rejected faith in
God. In most cases, their rejection of God is the result of personal pain and
disappointment or possibly a guilty conscience. Rejecting God is simply a way of
running away from Him.

REMEMBER
• You want to ask them all of the questions before presenting your answers. If they ask
you a question for clarity, then certainly respond. However, you want to first hear from
them, so you can better understand their worldview and the reasons for their atheism.
• In the following sections, we will provide responses to the common hindrances to
faith. If you encounter other questions or issues not addressed, please pass them
along to us, so we can address them in future resources.
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QUESTION 3: WHY IS THERE SOMETHING RATHER THAN NOTHING?
REASON
Another way of asking this question is “what is the origin of the universe?” One of the
greatest discoveries in physics in the 20th century was that the universe had a
beginning, which is commonly referred to as the Big Bang. At the beginning, time and
space itself came into existence. Therefore, the universe must have been created by
something outside of time and space, which is infinitely powerful. The clear candidate
for the creator is God. By pointing this fact out, you further help a person to see the
necessity of recognizing God’s existence.
RESPONSE
When addressing the question of the origin of the Universe, some physicists claim that
everything could have spontaneously appeared, “out of nothing.” For instance, Steven
Hawking stated that quantum physics predicts that the universe “popped” into
existence. Yet, they often fail to explain that such a creation event require the laws of
physics to already be in place in the midst of that “nothingness.” This oversight is like
referring to the waves of the sea that appear and disappear without reference to the
sea creating them. Such scientists are still faced with the challenging question of why
the physical laws simply exist.
“Pay no attention to the man behind the curtain.” - Wizard of Oz
“Nothing comes from nothing, nothing ever could.” - Maria, in Sound of Music
“The physicist's problem is the problem of ultimate origins and ultimate natural laws.
The biologist's problem is the problem of complexity.”
- Richard Dawkins
- The Blind Watchmaker (1996)

However, those laws were clearly designed, as will be described under the next
question, for the purpose of allowing life to exist on earth. Therefore, they must have
been created by an intelligence, which preceded them. Moreover, the creation event is
described as everything in the universe being produced by a massive explosion of
energy (light), which perfectly matches the description of creation in the book of
Genesis.
Genesis 1:3 And God said, “Let there be light,” and there was light.
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OTHER COMMON COUNTER RESPONSES
You will likely encounter a few other common responses to the previous argument.
First, some may argue that an infinite number of universes exist (the theory of the
multiverse), so we just happen to be in the universe with a set of laws, which allow for
life. This response sounds impressive, but it is based on blind faith. No evidence exists
for a virtually infinite set of universes with slightly varying laws. Moreover, any
mechanism, which could produce such a set of universes, would itself have to have
been carefully designed by God.
The second response is that we cannot argue that God created the universe, since we
would then need to explain what created God. However, something must ultimately be
self-existent. That something is either an eternal set of laws or an eternal mind. The
evidence from nature is that the correct choice is an eternal mind.

REMEMBER
• The atheist position is as much based on faith as ours. The main difference being that
ours is far more consistent with the evidence.
• If a person is an atheist, the goal is to help them to see that theism is a better
explanation of the universe than atheism. It really does not matter if they do not
believe in the Bible at this point.
Do not become too bogged down defending something you are not confident to
explain. Presenting clever arguments is not the goal - winning the soul is the goal.
The different arguments are like golf clubs in a golf bag. We are giving you options to
choose from. Discern what is needed and factor in your comfort level with each
argument.
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QUESTION 4:

DO YOU FIND ANY ULTIMATE PURPOSE OR
MEANING IN THE UNIVERSE?

REASON
The need for purpose and meaning resides deep within the human psyche. This
question is intended to help a person search for the source of these longings. As they
think through this question, you can demonstrate that our only hope of finding our
purpose is through knowing our creator. You can also show that the design (purpose)
evident in nature demonstrates that God does exist, so we are His creation meant to
live for His intended purpose.

RESPONSE
If there is no God, then there is no Ultimate meaning or purpose in life. If we came from
nothing and are headed for annihilation and nonexistence, then concepts like purpose
and meaning are merely tricks to keep us happy by ignoring the truth of our real
situation.
As probably the most celebrated atheist of our time, Richard Dawkins stated;
The universe we observe has precisely the properties we should expect if there is, at
bottom, no design, no purpose, no evil and no good, nothing but blind pitiless
indifference. - Richard Dawkins, River Out of Eden: A Darwinian View of Life (1995), quoted from
Victor J Stenger, Has Science Found God? (2001)

Some respond to this challenge by attempting to create their own meaning and
purpose. However, trying to give oneself meaning and purpose is similar to writing
oneself a million dollar check. The check might make one feel better for a time, but
once the check is cashed, its worthlessness becomes apparent. Likewise, when we
die, we will find out if our ideas of meaning and purpose are based on reality or fantasy.
Fortunately, nature itself clearly reveals that purpose is embedding in the very
foundation of our world. To illustrate, one of the classic arguments for the existence of
God is called the Teleological Argument or the argument for purpose and design. It
states that nature displays clear evidence for design, since virtually every detail points
to intentionality. For instance, birds have wings clearly intended to enable them to fly.
Water falls as rain on the earth, which allows plants to grow. The sun provides heat to
warm our planet. Such examples are so obvious that most people throughout history
have an intuitive sense that their lives must also be meant to fulfill some greater end.
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Yet, without God this sense would simply be an illusion, since no objective bases for it
would exist. However, modern science has further confirmed over the past century that
countless details of nature were clearly designed for the purpose of supporting life.
Moreover, recent advances in biology have reconfirmed, as will be described under
Question 5, that life itself was the product of a intelligent designer. As Paul wrote to the
Romans (Romans 1:18-19), nature itself testifies to the existence and divine nature of
God.
THE ANTHROPIC PRINCIPLE
Physicists have discovered that our existence in this universe depends on numerous
constants of nature and other parameters whose numerical values must fall within a
very narrow range of values. For instance, if gravity were stronger or weaker by a small
amount, life-supporting planets would not have formed. Even more striking, if the ratio
of electrons to protons were different by just one part in a trillion, trillion, trillion, life
would be impossible. If even one of hundreds of variables were off, even slightly, we
would not exist. The extreme improbability that so many factors would align so
auspiciously in our favor merely by chance has led many scientists and philosophers to
recognize that God providentially engineered the universe to suit our specific needs.
This observation is known as the Anthropic Principle: the universe appears to have
been fine-tuned for our existence.
Imagine checking into a hotel only to find all your favorite items already in the room.
You discover pictures of your family, your favorite books, as well as your favorite foods
and DVDs. You would be correct in deducing that someone knew you were coming
and prepared the room for you. The same holds true for the details of our universe.
The more I examine the universe, and the details of its architecture, the more it appears
the universe knew we were coming." - Freeman Dyson
A commonsense interpretation of the facts suggests that a super intellect has
monkeyed with physics, as well as chemistry and biology, and that there are no blind
forces worth speaking about in nature. The numbers one calculates from the facts
seem to me so overwhelming as to put this conclusion almost beyond question.
- Fred Hoyle

Skeptics often respond to this evidence by denying it or simply ignoring it. For, they
would rather live without meaning or hope than acknowledge any power greater than
themselves.
“I suppose that one reason I have always detested religion is its sly tendency to
insinuate the idea that the universe is designed with 'you' in mind or, even worse, that
there is a divine plan into which one fits whether one knows it or not. This kind of
modesty is too arrogant for me.” - Christopher Hitchens, Hitch-22: A Memoir
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OUR PRIVILEGED PLANET
Not only are the laws of nature carefully fine-tuned for our benefit, but our planet, sun,
moon, and galaxy are also carefully designed. For earth to support life, numerous
factors had to be perfectly set. To list just a few:
• Earth’s distance from the sun and its rotation rate must be precisely set, so the
earth would maintain the right temperature.
• The size of the moon and its distance from earth must be just right, so we would
have tides to recirculate the oceans. The moon also keeps the rotation of the
earth stable.
• The energy emitted from the sun must fall within a narrow energy range, so we
would have enough light to drive photosynthesis but not too much harmful
radiation, which would destroy cells.
• The location of the earth in our galaxy must reside between spiral arms, so we
would not encounter damaging radiation from other stars or excessive dust.
The number of such factors is so great that no planet so privileged could possibly have
formed without the guiding hand of a loving creator.

REMEMBER
• People often fail to recognize the difference between relative purpose such as getting
a job, attaining a personal goal, or falling in love and ultimate purpose – the primary
reason for our existence. As a result, they can often focus on the former and ignore or
even deny the latter. Keep directing people back to the question of ultimate purpose,
so they recognize the importance of the questions in THEGODTEST.
• Do not become so focused on conveying information that you forget that you are
beginning a relationship with someone precious to God through this very important
exchange. Only present sufficient evidence to make your point and remember that
the goal is to win a soul, not an argument.
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QUESTION 5:

HOW DO YOU ACCOUNT FOR THE ORIGIN OF LIFE?

REASON
This question highlights one of the weakest pillars in atheists’ belief system. They
assume that unguided nature is capable to creating the first life on earth, which is
believed to be a single cell. However, this assertion is based on nearly blind faith. It
contradicts everything scientists have learned from physics, chemistry, and biology. In
short, the simplest possible cell could never have formed without the aid of an
intelligent mind, namely God. The evidence for God in the cell is unmistakable and
undeniable. This conclusion provides a foundation for the responses to the next several
questions, which deal with morality, the uniqueness of human life, and ultimately God’s
existence.
RESPONSE
The simplest cell resembles an automated city with hundreds of factories producing
fantastically complex machines. The chances of a cell coming together through blind
chance are fantastically small: about 1 chance in 10 to the power of 40,000. This
probability is on the order of rolling double-sixes on a pair of dice over 30,000 times in
a row or randomly picking one marked atom in the known universe 500 times in a row.
In addition, the laws of physics always drive nature from states of high order and high
energy to states of high disorder and low energy. Since cells are both high order and
high energy, physical processes would never have produced a cell on their own.
Even more significant, the DNA in cells contain information, which directs the
construction of everything we see in life. The information in DNA is much like the
information in computer code, so it unambiguously points to a creative intelligence as
its source. In the case of humans, we have 50 trillion cells which each contain about 6
feet of DNA, if unwound. The total length of our DNA would stretch from the earth to the
moon 5 million times. Containing that amount of information in books would require
enough to fill the Grand Canyon over 40 times. No physical process could ever explain
the information in even the simplest possible cell, since information is not physical. It is
only the product of a mind.
REMEMBER
• The participant might ask about the theory of evolution. In such cases, you should
judge whether you feel comfortable addressing the topic. We will address the theory
of evolution under Question 8. However, if you wish to avoid this discussion, you
could always state that evolution only explains what happens after you have life. It
does not explain how life originated. And, God clearly created the first life, so He
must be responsible for all of it.
• Recognizing that we were created by God naturally leads to several conclusions,
which relate to the responses to the questions which follow.
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QUESTION 6:

DOES EVIL EXIST?

REASON
The problem of evil is by far the most common reason that people use to defend why
they do not believe in God. We ask atheists this question to hear how they attempt to
explain it. During their explanation, they will commonly default to attacking God for
allowing humans the choice to inflict suffering and injustice. You can then help them
overcome this obstacle. In addition, discussing evil naturally leads to an explanation of
how God dealt with evil through Jesus dying on the cross.
RESPONSE
Since the atheist believes that God does not exist, then the weight and responsibility
for evil falls where it rightly belongs: on human beings. Moreover, without a divine lawgiver, no objective criteria for evil can exist. In their framework, the choice between
serving the poor and exploiting, or even massacring, them is no less arbitrary than
choosing between having potatoes or rice for lunch.
In fact, according to Darwin’s idea of survival of the fittest, exploiting the poor is more
natural than helping them. Even Richard Dawkins recognizes this fact, so he
encourages people to “rise above” our natural tendencies. For instance, he stated in
his book The Selfish Gene that “We must rebel against our genetics.” Unfortunately, he
has no reference for what is “above” and to what ends our rebellion should lead.
In reality, most people recognize that objective evil does exist. Yet, no one can even
begin to satisfactorily explain its existence without the Christian framework. As
mentioned in the section on the Christian backstory, God gave people the choice to
either trust Him or define for themselves how they should live. Their act of rebellion
released evil into the world, so that evil now permeates society to the very depths of
people’s hearts. In addition, only the Christian framework provides the answer to
defeating the evil in the world. As mentioned, the defeat of evil in any realm of society
must begin with the healing of the human heart through the transforming power of
Jesus Christ.
“God thought the gift of freewill was worth the risk of humans choosing the wrong thing
(evil).” - C.S. Lewis
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As Christians are transformed by God, they can then come together in community to
overcome the evil in the world through modeling Jesus’ love and power. We will not
fully remove it before Jesus’ return, but we can drive it back and create refuges
foreshadowing a restored creation throughout society. Moreover, we can endure the
pain of living in a fallen world, since we have the hope that evil will one day be
completely defeated. In contrast, atheism does not take away the pain, just the hope of
a better future beyond this life.

REMEMBER
• Evil is a very emotional issue with people. Most are focused not on a detached third
party issue but a very personal offense at what they or their loved one has
experienced.
• You will almost certainly address this topic when you preach the Gospel: God
became man in Christ and suffered for us.
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QUESTION 7:

WHAT IS THE BASIS FOR YOUR MORALITY?

REASON
One of the most important apologetic principles is called the Moral Argument for the
existence of God. The fact that there is a universal sense of right and wrong points to
the fact that there is such a thing as objective moral values.
RESPONSE
You can help an atheist recognize that his or her moral values have no basis without
God. This contention was a central point of C.S. Lewis in Mere Christianity and of the
Russian author Dostoevsky in his writings.
“There is no moral law” - Sartre
“If there is no God, all things are permissible” - Fyodor Dostoevsky

SKEPTICS CLAIM:
Atheists often argue that they can be good without God. In truth, they can be
respectable parents, productive members of society, and honorable citizens. They
understandably resent being characterized as evil people simply because they don’t
believe in God. This reaction is a main reason why they are so aggressive in pointing
out the evils in religion.
However, the true reason they often act properly is not because they are inherently
good without religion but because God created them in His image. He has “hardwired”
them for recognizing the benefit of God’s laws. Moreover, most atheists who live
upstanding moral lives were raised in societies strongly influenced by Christian
teaching. In contrast, people raised in societies which have categorically rejected the
Biblical view of God, such as Nazi Germany or North Korea, can easily descend into
grotesquely dehumanizing practices.
As another common argument, people may rightly mention that Christians have often
acted immorally by any reasonable standard. This point is certainly valid. Christians
have often allowed themselves to be overcome by evil and deception. However, these
situations almost always are the result of Christians growing lax in seeking God and
following Jesus’ commands. However, such hypocrisy has no bearing on the ultimate
truth of Christianity. Just because someone knows the speed limit does not necessarily
mean they will never speed.
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In truth, history has shown when Christians have faithfully served Christ, they have lived
markedly upstanding lives, and they have inspired entire societies to live more justly
and compassionately. For instance, the influence of the early Christians caused the
end of such dehumanizing practices as slavery and infanticide. In addition, faithful
Christians have regularly brought into the world great beauty, hope, and creativity. The
issue is not the specific actions by select individuals but the general social
environment that Christianity as promoted vis-à-vis atheism.

REMEMBER
• The critics of religion are not completely wrong in their condemnations. As
mentioned, plenty of evil acts and atrocities have been done in the name of God and
religion. Here is where you should agree with the skeptic, but point out that the
problem lies not with religion but with our fallen human nature. Also mention that
religion in and of itself cannot transform individuals. At best it can to some extent
contain our tendency toward evil, but more rules and rituals cannot truly change us.
Only the work of the Holy Spirit can fully empower us to live according to God’s
design.
• Not all religions are the same - 9/11 certainly taught us that fact. The heart of Christ’s
teaching is love and forgiveness, even of our enemies. This emphasis is not
embraced by religious zealots who commit hateful acts.
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QUESTION 8:

DO YOU THINK HUMAN LIFE IS SPECIAL COMPARED
TO ANIMAL OR PLANT LIFE?

REASON
This question highlights the fact that we are not simply animals. Regardless of their
evolutionary beliefs (which are universally held by atheists), humanity is different from
animals or plants. Here, the conflict of what someone thinks in their head and knows in
their heart comes into focus. Helping to expose this inconsistency can create tensions
in their atheistic worldview. In addition, since evolution represents the foundation of
atheists’ beliefs, effectively challenging it can cause their entire belief system to
collapse. Then, they could become much more willing to seriously consider the
Christian faith.
RESPONSE	
  
God created man in His image with many distinctions, which set us apart:
• Transcendent thought (thinking about thinking)
• Moral framework, which can operate against our primal instincts
• Creativity and ingenuity, which can product advanced technologies
• Interconnected social structures, which can lead to advanced civilizations
• Complex communication
• Upright posture and dexterous hands, which allow us to effectively use tools
• Eternal nature, which is designed for communion with God
The atheists’ reaction to these points may be to deny their distinctiveness and continue
to argue that we are merely animals and no different from our “fellow-primates” as
Hitchens calls us. This view is often embraced because it excuses throwing off most of
our moral restraint, especially in the area of sexuality. Therefore, many have a vested
interest in hoping that God is not our creator to whom we owe any special obligation.
However, such people often fail to recognize that denying our unique nature also
means that we have no more inherent value than an animal, and we have no more
entitlement to any sort of civil rights. In fact, based on this very view, some ethics
professors actually argue that infanticide should be legal.
EVOLUTION: THE DESIGNER SUBSTITUTE
To justify their denial of our unique nature, atheists will nearly always argue that
evolutionary theory has proven that we are simply the product of the blind forces of
nature and chance. Therefore, the apparent design in life is simply an illusion produced
by the creative power of natural selection and mutations. However, evolution has only
been shown to produce very minor changes in existing species. It cannot create
anything truly novel. In other words, it can help a species of tiger become larger or
faster, but it cannot change a fish into a human. This fact has been demonstrated
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through countless studies of living species, which show that natural selection is very
limited. For instance, dogs can be bread to produce larger or small dogs, but not cats.
In addition, no beneficial mutation has ever been documented which significantly
changed any essential organ or structure, such as a heart or lung. The mutations which
have been observed, such as the one which causes cycle-cell anemia, could never
accumulate to cause dramatic physical changes beyond the level of a species.
Moreover, the fossil record demonstrates that all new species appeared suddenly in
the past without series of ancestors leading back to some significantly different
creature. Then, after a species appears, it never significantly changes.
Evolutionists often point to “transitional” fossils which have been discovered, such as
members of the hypothetical whale series or “human ancestors.” However, these
examples do not represent true transitions with clearly identified ancestors and
descendants. They better represent distant cousins, which only demonstrate the power
of evolution when the extensive missing details are filled in by evolutionists’
imaginations. For species where the fossil record is most complete, the pattern of
sudden appearance and stasis (lack of subsequent change) is undeniable.

REMEMBER
• When talking to an atheist, you have to pick your battles wisely. By asking these
questions you have a range of options once your time to speak comes. This topic
might be one the most obvious areas of weakness in their skeptical worldview.
However, starting a debate on evolution may be unfruitful, if they have a vested
interest in believing it.
• This study guide is designed to help inform you of the basic answers to the questions
in THEGODTEST. At the same time, wisdom is needed in each case as to which
areas to emphasize or dwell on when you go back through these questions.
• You will see when we talk about sharing the gospel at the end, each question plays a
part in Telling the Story.
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QUESTION 9: HOW CERTAIN ARE YOU THAT GOD DOES NOT EXIST?
	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  (SCALE OF 1-10)

REASON
This is an important question because you want to determine the person’s commitment
to their atheism/unbelief.

RESPONSE
Any answer less than a 10 (on the scale of 1-10) means that technically they are an
agnostic and not an atheist. The lack of complete certainty should be intellectually
obvious. For someone to have absolute certainty that God does not exist, they would
have to have complete knowledge of the universe.
This truth was acknowledged by Bertrand Russell when he said that atheism is not
sustainable because he would have to know all things to say with certainty that God
doesn’t exist.
“I should say that I ought to describe myself as an Agnostic, because I do not think that there
is a conclusive argument by which one can prove that there is not a God.” - Bertrand Russell

Some skeptics respond like Bill Mahrer and call themselves an agnostic, but in the
same breath say that they do not know and neither can anyone else. This claim is
radical agnosticism; “we cannot know” versus the kind of agnosticism that says, “I do
not know.”

REMEMBER
• Once you have a chance to give a response to their answers, you might find them
shifting their response to this question.
• Your personal testimony could prove particularly impactful, if you were once agnostic
or went through a period of serious doubts.
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QUESTION 10: WOULD YOU LIKE TO DISCUSS THE THEISTIC
RESPONSE TO THESE QUESTIONS?

REASON
This is the question where you are seeking permission to respond to their answers from
a Biblical/Theistic worldview. The end result is to use the key words in THEGODTEST to
explain the Gospel to them.

RESPONSE
If you have listened to their answers, they will usually allow you an opportunity to
respond. Here is the moment where you go back and address their answers to the
questions. We have covered possible responses in each question section.
Remember to focus on the key words of THEGODTEST:
Purpose - God created/designed the universe and us for a purpose. The evidence for
this truth comes form the fine-tuning of the Universe, the design evident throughout
nature, and the amazing design and complexity of life. In fact, all of nature points to the
fact that we are fearfully and wonderfully made. In addition, most have an intuitive
sense that life must have some meaning behind it.
Evil - Science alone cannot tell us the difference between good and evil. However, we
intuitively know that the difference is as real as numbers and colors or love and beauty.
Moreover, one cannot understand or explain the beauty and horror in the world around
us without borrowing the ethical language of Christianity. In addition, only the God who
created the world can define good and evil, and only He can tell us how to embrace
the former and avoid the latter.
Morality - Morality must have a foundation. As you learned as a child, “Say’s who?” is a
big question. Who determines what is right and wrong? God has placed the “Starry sky
above and the moral law within” as recognized by the philosopher Immanuel Kant. This
moral law speaks to us whether we have ever read a Bible or have gone to Church.
There is also a universal sense that man has broken that law.
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Certainty - For some, certainty about the existence or nonexistence of God is
unattainable. Yet, God gave the gift of certainty (not absolute certainty, but confidence
beyond reasonable doubt) to humanity through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from
the dead. Because of his resurrection in history, we can be certain:
1) God exists: This supernatural act demonstrates that there is more to our
existence than mere natural forces and the material world. The miracle of the
resurrection gives proof that God exists and that He acts in the world He
created.
2) Life after death: Something waits beyond this life. If we turn to Jesus, we too will
rise from the dead and receive eternal life.
3) Jesus’ identity as God’s Son: Jesus is the unique representation of God on earth
(not God’s biological son).
4) There will be a judgment of all who ever lived. All injustice will be righted.
People will be judged for their actions and their unbelief, and that judgment will
be according to God’s law and the law written in our consciences.

REMEMBER
• Don’t be surprised if this message is not initially received. Those that are committed
atheists are often as determined to not believe as much as a believer in God has
determined to believe.
• The most important goal is that a credible witness has taken place. And, the
philosophical and rational arguments for God’s existence have been presented.
Furthermore, you have shown respect to the skeptic as well as demonstrated that
there is more to the Christian faith than a blind leap. Most importantly, the Gospel has
been presented to them in a way they will never forget.
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POST-TEST QUESTION:

MAY I PRAY FOR YOU?

REASON
Even if the person doesn’t want to believe, they may allow you to pray for them. We
want to pray for them that God will reveal Himself in a way that they know is real.

RESPONSE
Before you pray, you might ask the skeptic to respond to your answers. Is there
anything you’ve talked about that makes him question his or her atheism?
In praying for them you want to make sure that you mention how much God loves them
and is speaking to them through this moment. Also, ask God to bless them and their
family, studies, and relationships. Ultimately, we are asking for God to open their
spiritual eyes. Pray briefly but sincerely.

REMEMBER
• Very few people will reject a prayer that is full of goodwill and mercy. If they refuse to
allow you to pray for them, then do it later!
• As an ambassador for Christ, your gracious manner and actions, even if their actions
and words were abusive or intolerant, will be remembered.
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Evangelism Resources at: EngageResources.org

THEGODTEST Study Guide
A 46-page guide to help you
facilitate a fruitful discussion
& powerful witness with an
unbeliever.
PDF DOWNLOAD: $4.99

THE PURPLE BOOK …
a 12 part series covers
the essential truths of the
Christian faith in a style
that not only educates
you in the Scripture, but
empowers you to learn
and help others.
$5.99

This 192-page academic
ONE2ONE is a six-lesson follow-up
and discipleship guide to help
believers start right in their walk with
God. That's the Great Commission.
Here are the first steps.
$3.29

dissertation written by Dr.
Rice Broocks (Doctor of
Missiology, Fuller
Seminary) addresses the
Biblical foundations of
the gift of the Evangelist
and provides a clear
definition and jobdescription of what an
Evangelist’s role is within
the context of a local
church.
PDF $9.99
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The ENGAGE2020 strategy is a proven two-tiered process which
grows the local church through evangelism.
1) THE ENGAGE SEMINAR is a 6-hour, on-site group training with an experienced,
church-based Evangelist:
•
your church will be stirred to engage the lost and make disciples.
•
all participants will be trained how to respectfully and effectively engage lost
people with the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
•
proven tools such as THEGODTEST & THE PURPLE BOOK will be introduced
to help church members engage unbelievers and establish new believers in the
Word and the local church.
•
we will assist the church pastor by helping identify evangelists in that local
church.
•
various methods of engaging the lost will be discussed, such as outreaches,
relational, lifestyle, event, etc.
•
opportunities will be offered to practice sharing the Gospel in the community
using THEGODTEST.

2) THE CONTINUAL COACHING PLAN is designed to help sustain your church’s
evangelistic fervor, activity, and fruitfulness. We will provide continual coaching from
an experienced ENGAGE2020 local church-based evangelist.
This ongoing plan consists of:
•
strategizing with the pastors, leaders and evangelists regarding the most
successful ways to implement ENGAGE within the life of that local church.
•
quarterly on-site visits to train and activate believers to consistently engage
unbelievers with the gospel.
•
weekly & monthly conference calls to give input and motivation for the churchbased evangelists who have been validated by church leadership.
•
advice and assistance in the process of connecting new believers into the life of
the local church.
•
taking groups on one-day outreaches within the city with the goal of training
church members how to engage and win the lost through evangelism.
•
helping church evangelists help church members to be effective in evangelism.
•
working with the church contact person to track the effectiveness of the
ENGAGE2020 strategy. For instance, we can assist you with recording the
number of gospel presentations, salvations, and new members being added to
the church.
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"Igniting a Missional Movement.”
ENGAGE2020 was developed by Dr. Rice Broocks as a strategy to equip and
empower local Churches for growth through evangelism. It has been designed
to particularly address the critical state of the North American Church where
only 3% of Churches are growing through evangelism.
Rice has over 30 years of experience in evangelism and Church planting as well
as an academic research degree from Fuller Theological Seminary.
His focus has been on restoring the role of the Evangelist in the life of the local
Church. This strategy has led to a multi-site Church in Nashville, Texas, and
Arizona named Bethel World Outreach Church, where he serves as Senior
Minister, as well as igniting a Church planting movement in 65 countries called
Every Nation Ministries.
Evangelists within a local Church need to be identified and trained, preparing
them to serve as equippers and motivators so that every believer can learn to be
a witness. When this happens, the goal of becoming a missional Church can be
more effectively achieved and sustained.
Research has shown this step of identifying and activating the Evangelists within
a congregation to be virtually non-existent in the North American Church.
Therefore a major goal of ENGAGE2020 is to raise up a new generation of
Church-based Evangelists that help make the missional Church missional!

Our goal is that EVERY BELIEVER is equipped to
confidently share their faith with anyone at any time.
To experience your own ENGAGE2020 Seminar, contact us at:
engage2020@gmail.com
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